




                                               























GLOSSARY & DEFINITIONS
Aileron

Control surfaces at the trailing edge of the wing. Surfaces

deflect up & down on opposite sides of the wing to provide a

rolling force. Right roll is right aileron up, left down (viewed from

rear).

Airspeed 

The true flying speed of an aircraft in a mass of air. 

A trimmed model flys at a constant speed in a moving mass of air

although it may appear slower when viewed from the ground. See

ground speed.

Angle of Attack (AoA) 

The direction that the wing is travelling through the air. This is

not always the direction that the models nose is pointing.

Cruise speed.

A point somewhere between the stall and maximum speeds,

normally around half throttle so the model flies slowly but well

above the stall speed. 

Deadstick

The term used when the engine- motor cuts. Electric models

have an inbuilt protection circuit to prevent the batteries from

over discharging. If the motor cuts unexpectedly during flight do

not panic but remember the four forces in balance. If the motor

does not provide thrust the trimmed model will slow, lift will

reduce ands the model will descend to build up air speed. The

model effectively becomes a glider and can be flown under full

control to a safe landing. Do not apply up elevator but steer the

model into wind to reduce its groundspeed and keep the wings

level to maximize lift until it touches down. 

Elevator

Control surfaces at the trailing edge of the tail plane. Surfaces

deflect up & down to control the vertical pitch and speed of the

model. 

Ground speed
The models speed as seen by the pilot and compared to the

ground. Despite flying at a constant airspeed the model appears

to fly faster downwind than it does across or against the wind.

For instance, a model cruising at an airspeed of 30mph is flying in

a wind of 15mph. Flying against the wind the model passes the

pilot at its constant airspeed of 30mph but its ground speed is

just 15mph (30mph - 15mph). Turning down wind at the end of

the strip the model now passes the pilot at its constant airspeed

of 30mph but its ground speed is now 45mph (30mph +

15mph).The groundspeed is three times faster downwind than

upwind!

Maximum speed

The top speed that the model will attain at full power.

Maximum speed is affected by flight attitude since at full power

the model will fly considerably slower when climbing and a lot

faster in a dive

Rudder

Control surfaces at the trailing edge of the vertical fin.

Surfaces deflect left or right to control the yaw or heading of the

model.

Stall 

If the model is flown too slowly or the AoA is too great the

airflow reaches a point where it can no longer follow the top

surface of the wing and the flow breaks away giving a loss of lift.

Throttle

Controls motor power and thrust to adjust the rate of climb or

descent.
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